THIS WEEK
GE set for clean sweep at 3.6GW Dogger Bank... is understood to be open to pursuing a fixed-foundation project if the floating scheme proves unsuccessful.

SCOTLAND SPECIAL REPORT 2020
Fishing and wind 'on Irish policy vacuum puts coming years.
Round 4 lease auction next year.
connect 7.5GW of new offshore wind UK North Sea to follow awards for the 1.2GW Dogger Bank C wind farm in the most likely candidate is its Blyth demonstration project.
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A yearly subscription to reNEWS entitles you to the following:

All 24 issues of reNEWS Premium – bringing you breaking and exclusive news from onshore & offshore wind, published fortnightly.

Offshore Technology Yearbook (OTY) – comprehensive catalogue of the past, present & future of offshore wind technology developments. A great desktop reference!

Live@ show dailies – covering news from exhibitions around the globe (even virtual events) such as RenewableUK’s Global Offshore Wind, Business Network for Offshore Wind's IPF ...and many more!

3 special annual market reports – in-depth 12-month analysis on developments in specific sectors & regions. Scotland (March), Ireland (July), and Global Offshore Wind (November).